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KREG QUICK-FLIP

€15,99 (excl. VAT)

The Kreg Quick-Flip allows you to use Kreg screws for a variety of strong, simple connections - all with a
single tool. You pre-drill on one side, then turn the Quick-Flip around and drill a Kreg screw in smoothly.

Thanks to the double action of this tool, you can quickly make connections with Kreg screws in many
different applications.

Kreg screws are perfect for pocket-hole connections, but their strength and high-quality engineering also
make them ideal for other applications. Use the Quick-Flip with Kreg screws to connect corners, attach

false fronts to drawers and much more.

The Quick-Flip has an insert with two ends in a housing with a quick-release fastener. At one end, you will
find a drill (drill hole) and a milling cutter that, by means of a counterbore, mills out a flat area into which
a screw head fits. Then turn the insert to reveal the other end: a square drive bit, specially designed for

use with Kreg screws.
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SKU: KRE-KDRV-FLIP

GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN

The Kreg Quick-Flip allows you to use Kreg screws for a variety of strong, simple connections - all with a single
tool. You pre-drill on one side, then turn the Quick-Flip around and drill a Kreg screw in smoothly. Thanks to the
double action of this tool, you can quickly make connections with Kreg screws in many different applications.
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Kreg screws are perfect for pocket-hole connections, but their strength and high-quality engineering also make
them ideal for other applications. Use the Quick-Flip with Kreg screws to connect corners, attach false fronts to

drawers and much more.

The Quick-Flip has an insert with two ends in a housing with a quick-release fastener. At one end, you will find a
drill (drill hole) and a milling cutter that, by means of a counterbore, mills out a flat area into which a screw

head fits. Then turn the insert to reveal the other end: a square drive bit, specially designed for use with Kreg
screws.

 

PRODUCT INFORMATION

fits into any drilling machine
2 sided

DESCRIPTION

The Kreg Quick-Flip allows you to use Kreg screws for a variety of strong, simple connections - all with a single
tool. You pre-drill on one side, then turn the Quick-Flip around and drill a Kreg screw in smoothly. Thanks to the
double action of this tool, you can quickly make connections with Kreg screws in many different applications.

Kreg screws are perfect for pocket-hole connections, but their strength and high-quality engineering also make
them ideal for other applications. Use the Quick-Flip with Kreg screws to connect corners, attach false fronts to
drawers and much more. The Quick-Flip has an insert with two ends in a housing with a quick-release fastener.
At one end, you will find a drill (drill hole) and a milling cutter that, by means of a counterbore, mills out a flat

area into which a screw head fits. Then turn the insert to reveal the other end: a square drive bit, specially
designed for use with Kreg screws.  
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